March Report

• **SUA Week of Action:**
  
  • I created event pages, publicized and invited people to each event of the week.
    
  • SUA week of action announcements (all throughout the week! 3/1-3/6 hour)!!
    
  • Helped form the announcements for each event. Publicized SUA week of action
    
  • Do the Math event page: I made the page, invited friends, post in several groups on facebook, and announced in senate and SCOC. (2.5 hours 3/3)
    
  • Inviting and publicizing these events (each day, about an hour)
    
  • I announced on the day of each event when and where things were happening, such as tabling and Do the Math.
    
  • I attended this event and help set up and clean up.
    
  • Do the Math (3/6, 6:30-9:30)
    
  • I tabled in front of McHenry and Science and Engineering library.
    
  • I was tabling in front of McHenry to talk about Fund the UC campaign. I got signatures on the postcards to Governor Jerry Brown and took pictures of those who wrote on the white boards (Monday 3/3 and Wednesday 3/5 11-2pm).
    
  • I did the same at S&E for two days (Tuesday 3/4 from 1-3pm and Thursday 3/6 from 2-3pm).
    
  • I passed out "Fund the UC" flyers within my Oakes apartment building and turned them in to Louise (Monday 3/3 1 hour)
Hours worked: About 17.5